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WHAT IS VEMMA?
THE LOW DOWN:
VEMMA is a company unlike any other organization you may have come in contact with before. “Why,” you ask?
Our goal is for people to achieve wealth by a means of a residual income, maintaining a healthy lifestyle, and to
promote an active career by teaching and helping others to achieve success. VEMMA is driven by helping their
partners and investors to go out into the world and be a part of something that they enjoy that will help to fulfill
their dreams. There is no other company in the world that offers such a life-enhancing product like Vemma does.
Minerals, M
Mangosteen, and AAloe.
VEMMA: VVitamins, EEssential M
The VEMMA formula is the world’s most powerful liquid antioxidant with twelve full spectrum vitamins, and
sixty-five trace and ultra trace plant-based minerals in EVERY shot of VEMMA. This equation has been proven to
reduce high blood pressure, increase the body’s natural immune system, and increase the body’s bioavailability (immune response) by fighting
foreign agents in the body called free radicals. This powerful formula has been developed specifically to keep the body healthy, and tastes like an
angel sat on your tongue. After starting VEMMA, you will see an increase in your overall health, and really feel that extra boost in your immune
system.

The VEMMA company started 15 years ago in Phoenix, Arizona. Originally named New Vision, VEMMA was started by B.K. Boreyko. Boreyko decided
that the best way to advertise his new product was through network marketing. By using network marketing, Boreyko knew it would be a more
cost-efficient approach to reach the younger and more demanding generations. Boreyko gives a percentage of the profits made to the people
investing in his company called brand partners, rather than employing people to become a part of the human conveyor belt. This business
approach allows for everyone who invests in VEMMA to benefit from their hard work by getting the pay that is deserve, and becoming investing
in a healthier life. VEMMA gives out just as much as you put in, so your income will reflect purely on the work and dedication you put into this new
merchandise. Through VEMMA, everyone has the chance to work when they want, and designate their own net worth.
With the countless success stories happening every day in VEMMA, I would like to share a few of these amazing and inspiring experiences.
The first is Tom and Bethany Alkazin, who have put a tremendous amount of hard working into building their team. Due to their hard work alone,
the Alkazin's make around 4.5 million dollars a year, and just like the rest of us, they started from scratch. The only difference between them
and us, is that the Alkazin's have been involved with the company since the beginning. Their success proves that with hard work and time dedication
and commitment, the possibilities are endless! They had both previously worked with Amyway, but this new company, VEMMA, caught their attention.
A few years before the switch, they had a child named Brad, who has a success story all of his own. Brad Alkazin invested in VEMMA around
2008. His ambition was to supply VEMMA to older married couples who were looking to improve their health, and to make a little extra cash on
the side. About four years later at age 26, Brad had an income of $100,000 a month; thats 1.5 million dollars a year! Brad is one of the most
devoted brand partners in VEMMA, and is constantly traveling all around the world to teach people how to be a fellow leader. Brad has become
the face of VEMMA, and has whole heartedly earned that title. At the beginning of 2012, Brad was introduced to Alex Morton a student at Arizona
Sate University. Alex was hesitant to join VEMMA at first, but after listening to Brad talk about the great opportunities this company offered,
Alex was nothing but convinced that he had to be a part of it. Only 16 months later, Alex started the Young People Revolution, which is young people
between the ages of 14 and 30 wanting to change their financial situation through VEMMA. Alex is currently making $250,000 dollar a year at the
young age of 23. It is absolutely phenomenal what Alex has achieved, and how he has dedicated his career to showing the younger generation how
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to follow in his footsteps.
The best part about joining VEMMA Affinity is that we are directly connected to all of these amazing people, and it started with Amy Alkazin,
Brads sister, who is now at platinum, and attend Azusa Pacific for college where she met her boyfriend Dave Stafford. (when did they come in?
this is very random so talk about your team more before this). If not for these two light hearted and kind people, we would not have the distinct
advantage that our team has of being connected to Tom and Brad Alkazin. Dave is our direct connection and has helped us every step of the
way, currently at diamond, Dave is making his way to the top, and has helped our team tremendously by helping us make our way to the top as
well. These stories are just a few of many that inspire people just like you and I to make the best out of our careers and to live life to the beat
of our own drum. The possibilities are endless! All you need is hard work, dedication, and motivation to create and support that healthy and free
lifestyle that you have always wanted.

VEMMA is already headed to the top as one of the most renowned energy drink providers, and health supplement companies, the question is
whether or not you are going to hop on the ride. This company presents an opportunity for people to take control of their own lives and work
a job that they can benefit from health-wise as well as a job where the opportunities are endless and never restricted. We need to stop wasting
away in cubicles hidden from the world and join together to get some real fulfillment out of life. YOU WILL NOT FIND ANOTHER COMPANY SUCH
AS VEMMA, it may be a common structure, but the benefits are untouchable. VEMMA strives for helping you reach success, and nothing less.
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